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SUMMERTIME 2017:
Chronicles of a savouring journey
through the Bel Paese

Places rich in beauty and in culture, places of artistic charms and of
enchanting nights: DOMENIS1898 reveals the stages of its sensory
journey in the most authentic and intriguing parts of Italy.

SUMMER: THE BEST
TIME FOR BBQs!
What could ever be better
than a tasty barbecue on a
summer evening?
Let’s now proceed with our
sensory journey because
we have a special recipe in
store for you, since on the
BBQ all fruit’s sweetness

concentrates and flavours
will be accentuated,
creating unexpected
combinations that will
amaze you!

STORICA NERA
GRILLED PEACHES
TYPOLOGY
Dish: dessert
Skill Level: easy

PORSCHE GREEN CUP 2017

Serves: 4

Friday, the 14th of July - Our journey begins with
the

"Nearest

to

the

pin"

challenge

at

the

Dolomiti Golf Club of Sarnonico, one of the most
beautiful and evocative courses of the entire
alpine region, surrounded by the incomparable
beauty

of

the

Brenta

Dolomites

and

the

Maddalene Mountain Chain. All of this topped up
at the end of the contest with a sumptuous dinner

Prep Time: 20'
INGREDIENTS
4 peaches
4 tsp caster sugar
1 vanilla pod
3½ fl oz Storica
Nera

in the clubhouse with an exceptional host: Our
Maître de Chai, Cristina Domenis, who guided all
present guests towards a heavenly tasting...

Step 1: To make the vanilla

God Save The Wine... & The Spirits!

sugar, cut the vanilla pod and
remove the seeds. Place them
in a food processor, add sugar

Domenis1898’s products, as one of the protagonists,
with the delicacies of Bagno Alcione's chef, of a mobile
party dedicated to all wine & spirits lovers of Italy and
Tuscany. On the 15th of July, the partnership between
DOMENIS1898 and God Save The Wine began with the
special evening at Bagno Alcione of Forte dei Marmi,

and blend for 30 seconds.

where each cabin was transformed into a "wine cellar"
and the beach became the location for a magical tasting
under the stars. An evening in the most elegant
location of Summer 2017, sold out.

Step 2: Clean and dry the
peaches. Cut the peaches in
half and remove the pits.

THE GREAT BEAUTY OF WINE AND OF
DOMENIS1898!
Thursday, the 20th of July 2017 God Save The wine
brought us on the B-Roof, on the fifth floor of the
Grand Hotel Baglioni di Firenze, in Florence, where
beautiful terraces on multiple levels are framed by an
interlacement of pergolas and wrought iron balustrades
offering a 360° view of the city.

Step 3: Sprinkle the vanilla
sugar on to the peaches with
Storica

Nera and

leave

to

macerate for a few minutes.

We lived the dream of a midsummer night almost
touching Brunelleschi’s Dome and Giotto’s Bell Tower
beneath a spectacular starry sky, sipping D_OMEN &
Cividât gin by DOMENIS1898...

Step 4: Pop the peaches, cutside up, onto the grill and cook
for 3'. Turn them over and
then grill for another 3-4' until
they start to caramelise.

Step 5: Remove them from
the grid with kitchen tongs and
lightly brush them again with
vanilla

Sunday,

23rd

of

July

our

journey

took

the

sugar

and

Storica

Nera.

appearance of a knowledgeable and fun lectio
magistralis in Convivio Zorzettig, where Gianni
Ippoliti, tameless and uncensored protagonist of
radiophonic

and

television

irony,

guided

us

within the world of fake news.
The theme and the remarks of this far from the
ordinary trip were accompanied by a taste of
Twist Spritz and themed treats, all of course
by DOMENIS1898 and Zorzettig Vini.

Step 6: Leave to cool a few
minutes and lastly garnish the
hollow

with

a

spoon

of

mascarpone, crème fraîche or
vanilla ice cream.

Step 7: Decorate with a leaf of
mint and serve immediately.

MITTELFEST 15th-25th July
From 15th to 25th of July we raised our glasses and
toasted to the start of our partnership with
Mittelfest, international and multidisciplinary
festival, held in Cividale del Friuli (UD), with
Zorzettig Wines and Caffè San Marco.
Prose, music, dance, poetry and visual arts were
accompanied by the bubbles of our Twist Spritz,
the perfect drink to seal the encounter between
excellence

and

the

strong

bond

that

DOMENIS1898 nourishes in respect of culture and
training.

And now let's raise a glass:
the Summer is not finished yet and there are so many places to visit,
experiences to live through and culture to discover...
Cheers!

Follow all our updates, news and posts by visiting our website and social media channels

WEB: www.domenis1898.com EMAIL: info@domenis1898.com
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